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Lucy and her Lungworms

Interesting 
Case

At 16 weeks old, Lucy was a happy and healthy playful little kitten. 

At 17 weeks old, Lucy was no longer happy or healthy. Lucy 

visited the Veterinary Centre after developing a nasty cough and 

becoming very lethargic. When the vet saw her, Lucy had very 

loud, rattly lungs and was breathing faster than normal. Lucy was 

hospitalised for a few days and received intensive treatment for 

lungworms. Within a few days she was improving and within a 

week Lucy was back to her energetic mischievous self. 

Lungworm is most commonly seen in kittens and can be seen in 

older or immunocompromised cats as well. Cats become infected 

when they eat rodents, birds, lizards, slugs, and snails. The worms 

travel from the intestines to the lungs where they can cause severe 

disease and can sometimes even be fatal. 

Not all worm treatments are eff ective against lungworm! With lots 

of Tiny Tigers going out into the world it is very important to stay 

on top of parasite control and while they are still young, making 

sure you are treating for lungworm is essential. 

Jasper Meek BVSc 

Veterinary Centre Oamaru

A&P Show Photos

Limited time 
only!

Provide safe weight loss 

and avoid weight regain.

Talk to our team for 

professional advice for 

your pet’s health.

Royal Canin 
Satiety Diets

20% 
OFF

this month!Lucy looking sprightly after her treatment and recovery 

from a lungworm infection
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We loved being at our local A&P shows. Thanks to all the 
committees and volunteers that make these events happen!



Did you know that us cats get arthritis too? I see plenty of dogs coming 
in to get their anti-infl ammatory drugs to ease their pain but often we 
get forgotten about because we don’t complain as loudly as those 
whining dogs! But as many as 1 in 3 cats may be affected. 

Your human may notice you slowing down, not playing, climbing, 
jumping, grooming like you used to, perhaps not making it to the 
toilet in time and being more irritable than usual. The good news 
is that arthritis can be managed successfully with appropriate 
treatment and simple changes to your environment or diet. If 
you’re feeling sore then get your human to bring you in 
to see one of my vets about a treatment plan 
today! (Check out www.catswitharthritis.com)  

Oh and remember - NO chocolate this Easter! - 
leave it for the humans, it will only make us sick....
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Cotton’s Corner

Super Premium petfood for your cat or dog, 

delivered to your door, once a month, every month. 

Petfood Delivery

Blue Cross Direct

Talk to the team at the Veterinary Centre, 
by the BIG BLUE CROSS!
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Sign Up for 12 

months and 

GET 15% OFF!

Because your pet deserves the very best

FROM

$4.90

OUR PRICE

$29.90

NOW FROM

$54.00

Dog collar and 

lead clearance
Yours Droolly range at 
amazing prices.
Limited time only.

Aloveen Shampoo
A moisturising lightly 
fragranced shampoo 
to help cats and dogs 
that suff er from dry and 
itchy skin.

NOW FROM

$69.90

Crates & Cages

Back in Stock

All sizes

Revolution PLUS

Gentle Flea and worm 

protection for cats

Buy a three pack and get a  
FREE single treatment

NOW FROM

$46.00

Advocate

3 Pack Flea & Worm 

Treatment

Kills fl eas and worms including 
lungworm.

Limited Stock

OUR PRICE

$31.40

Ultra•Mox
Purchase two 30g tubes of 
Ultra•Mox worm paste for 
internal parasites and get
a FREE reusable cup!

FROM

$39.99

NOW FROM

$4.90

Topfl ite Wild 

Bird Food

Clearance

Specials
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BUY 2 BAGS OF PEDIGREE 
WORKING DOG FORMULA

Go in the draw to win a years 

FREE 
PEDIGREE

 FOR YOUR
DOG

Conditions 
Apply

As 

advertised 

on TV
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$300,000

Purchase any 

3 or 6 pack of 

FRONTLINE Plus, 

NEXGARD SPECTRA 

OR BROADLINE 

for your chance

 to win!

FREE
CONDITIONER

FREE
REUSABLE 

CUP

$5 OFF

3 + 1

FREE


